
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an account representative. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for account representative

Identify and post cash to correct patient accounts
Refrain from disclosing or revealing confidential information to any person,
except as specifically necessary for the staff member to perform his or her
job duties
Review unpaid accounts by examining remittance advice and aging reports
Submit claims to appropriate insurance carriers or organizations to obtain
payment for equipment and/or service provided
You will bring partner teams in line with your business goals, from
commercial, technical to operations, helping to prioritize EAN efforts over
other suppliers
Building strong internal relationships with technology, customer operations,
finance, sales support, analytics, and legal teams as necessary
Leading the launch and on-going day-to-day performance of the EAN
Partnerships and work across other functions, Marketing, Operations,
Technology, Site Optimization and User Experience
Developing a deep understanding of the API to promote integration and
partner opportunities for marketing and promotional activities
Ability to identify gaps in product or tools, specific to mid-long tail portfolio
and surface gaps internally with supporting teams, to ensure we are
equipped to drive long-term growth
Learns full line of GRC services including features, benefits, pricing, intended
use, value proposition and competitive position in order to effectively serve
clients by attending and engaging fully in training program for new hires

Example of Account Representative Job Description
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One-year financial analysis for credit purposes preferred
Telephone experience and etiquette
Provide a high quality level of customer service to all account representatives
Input data in a timely manner to start the order management process
Work with other departments to ensure coordination of shipments
Excel efficiency with v look ups preferred


